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Summary 

Introduction: bleeding during and following liver resection continues to be an object of 

surgeon’s attention and a potential source of significant morbidity. Topical 

haemostatic agents are used during surgical intervention when conventional methods 

are not sufficient because of the site of surgery or degree of bleeding. A variety of 

agents with different effects is now available. 

Aim: to verify the efficacy and safety of cellulose based topical haemostat during liver 

resections. 

Methods: in 66 cases of liver resection the surface was covered by Traumacel net 

which was left in place.   

Results and conclusions: there was no postoperative bleeding in this group of 

patients. No other serious complication has been observed. Traumacel is a safe and 

effective topical haemostat during liver resections.    
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Introduction 

Resectional interventions in livers are the basic pillar of surgical treatment of livers 

affected by solid malignant tumour, both by primary liver carcinoma and especially by 

liver metastasis of various origins, in most cases carcinoma of colon and rectum. 

There are demanding interventions which, in spite of progress in postoperative care, 

are still complicated by higher morbidity and mortality rate, in most cases as a result 

of liver failure, bleeding and sepsis. 

Despite new procedures in technique of liver resections and modern technologies 

which are quite easily available today, the postoperative bleeding remains a 

significant and feared complication and one of possible morbidity reasons during 

postoperative period. In wider context, bigger blood losses may negatively influence 



even prognosis of malignant disease and they also have negative economic impact 

including a prolongation of hospitalization. 

One of the basic cause is a predisposition of this organ to bleeding which is done by 

its extreme vascularisation and by liver sinusoidal structure without smooth muscles, 

enabling efficient contraction and thereby vasoconstriction. Larger resection areas 

with multiple bleeding sources are difficult to treat by injection or suture and there is 

no existing ideal technique for perfect stopping of bleeding or bile leakage from 

wound areas. Most of workplaces dealing with this problems use combinations of 

techniques, appliances and other devices to reach an effective haemostasis and 

minimal blood losses, both during and intervention and during immediate 

postoperative period. (2,3)   

 

There is complete agreement in opinion on careful parenchyma dissection and 

prompt reaching of effective haemostasis and area diffuse bleeding. The matter-of-

course in this connection is using of advanced equipment (radiofrequency ablation, 

harmonic scalpel. CUSA, Hydro-jet, argon coagulation, tissue link and others), both 

for anatomic and extra anatomic resections or their combinations. Nevertheless, 

precise and perfect operation technique and the right tactics of these interventions 

still remain essential points. An important role also plays anaesthesia and status of 

liver parenchyma; some intercurrent diseases (steatosis, cirrhosis) significantly 

worsen the situation. 

One of helping devices suitable for therapeutic stopping of area, „parenchymatous“ 

bleeding and also as prophylactic measure, are topical haemostats (4,5,6), 

Generally, it is possible to say that topical haemostats are used in situations when 

conventional methods of haemostasis are insufficient, not depending on stage or 

place of bleeding. Nowadays, a number of these agents working by different 

mechanisms are available (7). By their mechanism they are divided in active and 

passive ones.  Active haemostats become involved in coagulation cascade and 

better meet the requirements on ideal agent in case of capillary and minor venous 

bleeding. They are often divided according to an active ingredient. Also, economic 

demands on using, including health insurance company payments, are various. 

Final decision on choice and using of particular agent should be taken by a surgeon, 

who, on base of his experience and preference, determines a type of topical 

haemostat that he considers optimal in given situation. 



Absorbable agents on basis of oxidized cellulose have a long-term tradition, started 

in former Czechoslovakia. Traumacel pulvis was used in general surgery, trauma 

surgery and abdominal surgery in wide range of indications from minor, superficial 

traumas to application in abdominal cavity, but also in neuro surgery, dental surgery 

and other fields. However, using of powder form has some significant limits and 

disadvantages and therefore a haemostatic reticulum has been developed. This 

reticulum significantly extends spectrum of indications and possibilities of use.   

Precise chemical structure of agents from oxidized cellulose varies according to 

degree of oxidation. Cellulose is a 100% polymer of glucoses; its equivalent chemical 

nomenclature is polyanhydroglucuronic acid. It is biodegradable within 48 – 72 hours 

and is fully eliminated from the body during 10 – 21 days. Traumacel TAF Light 

helps with healing processes, is hypo allergic and has an antibacterial effect. 

Mechanism of the effect: 

Haemostatic effect of agents from oxidized cellulose is assigned to several 

mechanisms. First of all, there are absorption capacity, superficial interactions with 

proteins and blood platelets and activation of intrinsic and extrinsic ways (7). Lower 

pH of these agents also contributes to haemostasis and is responsible for their 

bacteriostatic effects.  

 

Material and method 

In Surgery Department of Masaryk Memorial Cancer Institute, Brno, there was 

performed  87 liver resection interventions in 2007 – 2008.  The most frequent 

indication were metastasis of colorectal carcinoma (CRC), primary liver carcinoma, 

liver metastasis of mammary carcinoma, malignant melanoma, renal-cell carcinoma, 

stomach carcinoma, gastrointestinal tract tumour or neuroendocrine tumours.  

More detailed classification of resectional interventions is shown in Chart 2.  In 

conformity with literary data we consider big resections those where 2 and more 

segments were resected, namely in several liver topicalities. 

A surgical intervention is mostly a part of therapeutic algorithm, either in frame of 

clinical treatment standard or determined by indication committee for digestive 

problems. We do not consider radically-recestionable extrahepatic infiltration to be a 

contraindication for liver resection, similarly to multiple liver affections. It is necessary 

to proceed individually in given cases 



Preoperative examinations include only approximate function tests (HIDA) to review a 

status of hepatic parenchyma; before big resections we choose a standard or MRI 

angiography of hepatic artery, possibly even CT volumetry. 

Sonography is available before the intervention; nevertheless this is not performed 

generally. During resection we most often use a harmonic scalpel in combination with 

standard technique with ligation of structures. Larger structures are ligated by 

perforation or treated by endoGIA stapler which is commonly used to incision of 

hepatic veins or right/left portal ramus. In several cases there was used a technique 

of radiofrequency ablation by Habib; but this technique did not gain in larger 

popularity. We have very good experience with CUSA and Hydro-jet appliances, but 

these we currently do not have regularly available.  

For treatment of wound areas we use also argon coagulation and/or topical 

haemostats. Traumacel TAF Light (Bioster a.s., Veverská Bítýška) in form of 

reticulum of various sizes, which we can leave in situ even after haemostasis. (Fig.1, 

2). An adequate drainage after the intervention is taken for granted. 

 

 

Results   

 

Chart  1 

 

 Number % 

Meta CRC 61 70 

HCC 5 6 

Meta others (mamma, 

malignat melanoma, 

stomach, Grawitz, ovarian 

ca) 

17 20 

GIST 2 2 

Neuroendocrine 2 2 

 

 



Chart  2 

 1-2 segments >2 segments 

Anatomical 14 14 

Extraanatomical 32 11 

Anatomical+ extraanatom. 5 3 

Combinated with  RFA 2 6 

 

 

The number of resectional interventions in particular indications is shown in Chart 1.    

Definitely the most often indication for resection is metastasis of colorectal 

carcinoma, what is caused by very high CRC incidence rate in Czech Republic, late 

capture in advanced stages of disease and its consequent clinical development. 

From the point of monitored problems, it makes no difference if there is a case of 

synchronous or metachronous metastasis. 

 

Chart 2 shows types and extents of the interventions, with prevailing extraanatomical 

resections. This is done by number of metastasis and their location, often in both 

hepatic lobes. Usually there is an effort to solve the situation by one-time 

intervention. 

 

Within the observed group of patients there was no postoperative revision or another 

type of intervention for postoperative bleeding. No patient died within 30 days after 

operation.  

As far as complications are concerned – we recorded 2x abscess formation which 

was managed by percutaneous abscess drainage. No biliary fistula or bleeding 

calling for re-operation was recorded. Blood transfusion is indicated preoperatively 

only in vital cases, after an agreement between surgeon and anaesthesiologist.  

Traumacel TAF Light was used with 67 patients (77%) 

  

 

Discussion 

Together with enlarging indications for liver resectional interventions and a progress 

of technical equipment during last years, there has been developed clinically applied 

range of agents with topical effect for haemostasis and prevention of bleeding from 



resectional areas, but also for prevention of biliar leakage and liquid accumulation 

intraperitoneally.  

Especially in foreign literature exists a number of works dealing with these issues in 

larger spectrum of application, from neurosurgery, ORL, thoracosurgery, vascular 

surgery, urology, gynaecology and other surgery fields (6, 7,8,10). There are many 

worldwide commercially produced agents, but so far there is only few proves of their 

effectiveness (2). Moreover, some of them can bear the risk of viral infection transfer, 

antibody formation or allergic reaction (7, 11)     

 

However, a finding out of the most effective groups of these substances has not 

happened so far.  It  is done by the fact that performing of randomized clinical studies 

with human is, regarding the high number of available agents, logistically very 

difficult, but it is also ethically controversial. In this connection, a new group of 

polymer haemostatics looks promising, but it is mostly in clinical trials stage in the 

meantime. Their use will be definitely financially demanding (7) 

In Masaryk Memorial Cancer Institute, there was approximately 40 – 50 liver 

resections per year performed during the last decade. Since 2007, based on 

cooperation with the producer and with a support granted by EU, we started with 

more regular application of haemostatic reticulum Traumacel TAF Light on bleeding 

wound areas, not only during liver resections but with other large interventions in 

abdominal cavity and retroperitoneum, similarly our colleagues from gynaecology 

department in selected operative situations. The results of this study were more than 

satisfactory, no patient was re-operated for bleeding, in case of liver resection no 

biliar leakage was recorded.  

Also with group of patients where Traumacel TAF Light was used to stop capillary 

bleeding, e.g. after removal of large retroperitoneal liposarcoma or when bleeding 

from sleen, its using proved successful so that it was not necessary to search for any 

alternative solution. The benefit of using tissue adhesives we see rather in their 

application in case of highly risky anastomosis, e.g. in biliary tree or pancreas, 

especially during reoperation, but not during stopping the bleeding from larger wound 

areas.  

We don’t use haemostatic reticulum Traumacel TAF Light during every liver 

resection, especially in situations when we manage to stop bleeding “ideally” by 

common agents so that there is no blood exuding from resectional area or 



parenchyma suture.  On the other hand, we don’t hesitate to use it for haemostasis 

itself but also like “prophylactic measure” where this phenomenon occurs, or the 

minor bleeding was repeatedly stopped and/or in case of steatotic or cirrhotic liver.   

There is no danger of compression in surrounded area, described during using of 

similar agents after neurosurgery interventions; we have neither met granuloma 

formation described in literature (12).  The presence of Traumacel reticulum is not 

perceptible in postoperative CT examination or MRI examination after several months      

 

In this study we did not focus on precise watching of haemostasis time period after 

reticulum application; in studies this time is usually up to 10 minutes (13), in some of 

them is measured even in seconds, especially when using fibrinous agents (14. 15). 

With using Traumacel TAF Light, haemostasis usually happens within tens of 

seconds or few minutes. In our opinion, shortening or prolonging about tens of 

seconds or few minutes during several hours long interventions does not play any 

significant role. Moreover, literature often points out that there is a lack of randomized 

controlled studies, including placebo use, which deal with these difficult issues, as 

was mentioned above. Thus operating teams use rather proved processes and 

agents proved by their own experience.  

Haemostats based on effect of oxidized cellulose are mentioned above, the most 

often described undesirable effect is granuloma formation, but when used correctly, 

this risk is minimized. (7, 8) 

Another, quite large group of topically effecting agents, make agents on basis of fibrin 

which have been used in surgery since the 70th of the last century. They have 

haemostatic and adhesive features and a wide range of use. On contrary, there do 

exist many doubts about safeness of their use, especially from view of transfer of 

some pathogens via blood, possible sensitization and anaphylactic reaction even 

coagulopathy activated by bovine thrombin. The latest products of this group 

minimize this risk.  However, the latest literary sources do not proved the efficiency of 

agents on basis of fibrin used during liver resections in the prospective study with 300 

patients. (17) 

Haemostats on basis of collagen represent an enlarged group which also was 

introduced in the 70th of the last century. Their structure helps with thrombus 

formation; they are often used in combination with thrombin in order to reinforce the 

haemostasis effect. Undesirable effects are not very often in this group, there was 



recorded adhesion formation, allergic reaction (11). By adding bovine thrombin there 

is increasing risk of bovine spongiform encephalopathy transfer and similar 

undesirable reaction like with fibrin agents.  

Gelatinous agents make a significant haemostats group.  Their effect is based rather 

on material surface effect than on activity in coagulation cascade. They are available 

in various forms (powder, small sponge, gel). These agents were successfully 

applied also during liver resections (18). With agents of this group we recorded 

inflammatory granulomatous reaction or thrombosis after application on vein suture. 

(19)    

Haemostats on basis of polysaccharide, inorganic haemostats and polymeric 

haemostats belong among up-to-date groups of agents. Some of them will be 

probably soon determined for stopping a massive bleeding in war conditions.   

 

Conclusion  

In conclusion we can say that use of haemostatic reticulum Traumacel TAF Light 

was efficient for haemostasis even for prevention of bleeding from hepatic 

parenchyma after liver resections of various indications. Its application is easy and 

quick, haemostat is effective and safe and, compared to other agents of the same 

group, it is cost-saving. 
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